Canonbury Home Learning
Year 4/5 Writing
Summer 2- Week 2- Lesson 5
LO: To write a narrative (Part 2)
Task (with links):

Red hot and
Spicy

Using the plan that you created on
Wednesday, continue writing your
story about the mirror and what
Anna discovered as she went into
the other side of the mirror.

RESOURCES:
• Your story mountain plan
• Word bank
• Sentences created earlier in
the week
You are finishing off your story today, focusing on the resolution and then the
ending.
YEAR 4 SUCCESS CRITERIA:
1. Use your plan to continue from the resolution part.
2. Write in the third person.
3. Organise your writing into paragraphs.
4. Include fronted adverbials.
5. Include expanded noun phrases and adjectives.
6. Use your vocabulary and descriptive sentences from earlier in the week.
7. Check and edit your writing using your checklist.
CHALLENGE: Include a subordinate clause.
YEAR 5 SUCCESS CRITERIA:
1. Use your plan to continue from the resolution part.
2. Write in the third person.
3. Organise your writing into paragraphs.
4. Include three fronted adverbials.
5. Include expanded noun phrases and adjectives.
6. Use two subordinate clauses
7. Use your vocabulary and descriptive sentences from earlier in the week.
8. Check and edit your writing using your checklist.
CHALLENGE: Include relative clauses remembering to use commas.

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 4/5 Writing
Summer 2- Week 2- Lesson 5
LO: To write a narrative (Part 2)
Task (with links):

Mild

Using the plan that you created
on Wednesday, continue writing
about the mirror and what Anna
discovered as she went into the
other side of the mirror.
Remember to:
• Look back at your plan
• Use the word bank
• Use sentences you created
earlier in the week

You are finishing off your story today, focusing on the resolution and then the
ending.
YEAR 4 SUCCESS CRITERIA:
1. Use your plan to continue from the resolution part.
2. Write in the third person.
3. Organise your writing into paragraphs.
4. Include expanded noun phrases and adjectives.
5. Try to include at least one fronted adverbial.
6. Use your vocabulary and descriptive sentences from earlier in the week.
7. Check and edit your writing using your checklist.
YEAR 5 SUCCESS CRITERIA:
1. Use your plan to continue from the resolution part.
2. Write in the third person.
3. Organise your writing into paragraphs.
4. Include two fronted adverbials.
5. Include expanded noun phrases and adjectives.
6. Use your vocabulary and descriptive sentences from earlier in the week.
7. Check and edit your writing using your checklist.
CHALLENGE: Include a subordinate clause.
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WORD BANK:

Fronted Adverbials
As she moved items
out of the way,
Approaching the
mirror,
Moving closer to the
mirror,
Suddenly,
Placing herself in
front,
As the surface began
to ripple,
Looking back,
Stepping out into
the…
As the mirror began
to ripple again,

Nouns
mirror
reflection
attic
ground
wall
dust
surface
underground
field
basement
rumble
people
animals
relief

Adjectives
deserted
dusty
clear
humid
frightened
dark
cluttered
hot
noisy
congested
bright
force
dangerous
relieved

Verbs
stood
stepped
slipped
stared
glanced
touched
tumbled
carried
convey
forced

STRUCTURE OF YOUR WRITING
SECTIONS:
Resolution
• What happens to
allow them to return
back to the attic?
Ending
• What happens and
what do they do
once they return to
the attic?

MODEL:
Looking back at the mirror, she realised that it had began to
ripple again. The mirror was no longer solid. Did this mean what
she thought it did? Holding out her hand and nervously edging
closer….
Stepping back out into her attic, she could no longer feel the
hot, humid air. Instead the feeling of relief washed over her.
Turning around she looked at the mirror…

Now check and edit your writing using your checklist.
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